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Unbridled’s Song: The Turned-Away Sale Horse
That Changed The Industry
By Joe Nevills
The horse that brings the most
money at a sale will usually be the
one that gets the most headlines
immediately after the fact, but
some of horse racing’s greatest
competitors are ones that went
home with the person trying to sell
them. Unbridled’s Song did both,
and altered the direction of North
American racing and breeding in
the process.

Though Fujita was based in Japan,
he told BloodHorse the colt would
likely remain in California to run
under trainer Hector Palma.

Known today as a Breeders’
Cup winner and bedrock of the
Taylor Made Stallions operation,
Unbridled’s Song was simply a
Unbridled’s Song
high-upside pinhook prospect when
he was cataloged for the 1995 Barretts March Select Sale of
2-Year-Olds In Training.

Any reason to celebrate came to
a halt when Fujita raised questions
about the colt after his own postsale radiographs revealed a small
chip in his left-front ankle. Fujita was
not one of the five potential buyers
who x-rayed Unbridled’s Song prior
to the sale. William Nack wrote in
Sports Illustrated that Fujita offered
to renegotiate the price, but Paragallo refused and begrudgingly
offered to buy the colt back.
Continued on Page 5

He was sent to the auction by computer software entrepreneur Ernie Paragallo, who purchased the son of Unbridled as a
yearling for $200,000. He was picked out by bloodstock agent
Buzz Chace, prepared in Florida for the Barretts sale by Robert
Scanlon, and he was consigned by Taylor Made Sales Agency.
Unbridled’s Song came into a marketplace salivating for a
buzz horse. That year’s Barretts sale ended up posting more
horses sold for six figures than any 2-year-old sale to precede
it, lighting the spark for what would be a boom period for the
juvenile market through the rest of the 1990s.
The colt held up his end of the bargain, breezing an eighth of
a mile in :10 1/5 seconds at Fairplex Park in Pomona, Calif.
John Sparkman wrote in Thoroughbred Times that Unbridled’s
Song “worked with an exceptionally low, smooth action that
made a lasting impression on viewers.”
A good indicator of serious buyer interest is how many times
a prospect is examined by the veterinarians of shoppers, and
Chace told BloodHorse that vets for five different buyers took
radiographs of Unbridled’s Song prior to the sale, in addition to
others doing endoscopic exams and other tests.
When the colt entered the sale ring, Japanese buyer Hiroshi Fujita locked horns with Sidney and Jenny Craig, who
Sparkman reported were bidding by phone through agent
Ted Aroney. Bidding reached then-impossible heights before
Fujita got the hammer to fall at $1.4 million. At the time, it
was the most money ever paid for a juvenile in training at
auction.
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The World’s Only Sire
Of 4 Million-Dollar
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Straight Rate Vs.
Deductible Policies
Equine insurance experts answer your questions about
insuring Thoroughbreds for the breeding and auction
realms. Email us at info@paulickreport.com if you have a
question for an insurer.
QUESTION: Are there different types of Full Mortality, or
All Risk Mortality, Policies? If
so, what are they?

Bryce Burton

BRYCE BURTON: As we’ve
discussed in previous issues,
Full Mortality Coverage, also
known as All Risk Mortality, is
the most common coverage
placed on Thoroughbreds. As
the name suggests, it provides coverage on the animal
for death due to any accident,
illness, or condition. The policies can be written on either
a Straight Rate basis or a
Deductible basis.

With a Straight Rate Full Mortality Policy, there is no
deductible applicable in the event of a loss. As soon as
a claim is filed, the insurance company will pay the insured the full agreed-upon Sum Insured Value. As you’d
expect, the rates are generally higher across the board
than what you’d see within a Deductible Policy, resulting
in higher premiums. Flat racers are generally on the
higher end of that rating scale and breeding stock are
at the lower end.
The other Full Mortality option that is available to Thoroughbred owners is a Deductible Full Mortality Policy.
In order for the underwriters to quote this option, they
typically like to see a schedule of around 20 or more
horses with a total sum insured value of around $1
million or more. No one horse can be insured in excess
of 20 percent of the total sum insured on the policy. An
annual aggregate deductible is calculated at inception
of the policy, which must be exhausted within the policy
period before a claim will be paid by the insurance company. When this type of policy is quoted, the applicant
may be given a few deductible options, whether it be a
higher premium rate and lower deductible rate, or vice
versa. The owner has the option to choose the deductible amount that makes the most sense to his or her
specific operation.
If an owner has more than 20 horses, it’s ultimately
up to the policyholder, depending on their schedule of
horses, to determine what they’d like to accomplish by
putting the policy in place. For example, an owner with

a handful of higher-valued horses, or a more top-heavy
schedule, may elect to solely insure those horses on a
Straight-Rate basis. Others who may have a schedule
of 20-30 horses where the values are more evenly
dispersed may elect to go with the Deductible option, so
they’re not “throwing darts” at which horses to insure.
We always recommend for applicants to quote a
Straight Rate option as well as a few Deductible options
in order to determine the correct fit for their specific
schedule.

Bryce Burton is a property and liability specialist for
Muirfield Insurance. He is from Frankfort, Ky., where
he grew up an avid race fan. His Thoroughbred racing
fandom combined with a collegiate internship in the
insurance industry, culminated in a start in the equine
insurance field. Bryce has been with Muirfield Insurance
since 2014, following his graduation from Transylvania
University in Lexington. PRS

FIRST 2YOs OF 2019
HONOR CODE

LIAM’S MAP

A.P. Indy—Serena’s Cat, by Storm Cat

Unbridled’s Song—Miss Macy Sue, by Trippi

MR SPEAKER

TONALIST

Pulpit—Salute, by Unbridled

Tapit—Settling Mist, by Pleasant Colony
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Using Venograms To Diagnose
Laminitis By Dr. Raul Bras
Email us at info@paulickreport.com if you have a question for a veterinarian.
QUESTION: What are venograms
and how can they be used in
equine diagnostics?
DR. RAUL BRAS: The venogram is
one of the most significant developments not only in the evaluation
and treatment of laminitis, but
also our understanding of the mechanics of the foot in general. This
Dr. Bras
simple but technique-sensitive
procedure allows us to visualize
the vascular tree of the foot. The venogram allows us
to visualize the effects of pathology and various treatment concepts, making it one of our most worthwhile
tools for diagnosis and treatment strategies. The
venogram provides the first detectable evidence that
confirms laminitis, clearly distinguishing it from other
syndromes with similar clinical signs, and it reveals the
damaging effects of laminitis earlier in the syndrome
than radiographs. Previously, our only means of diagnosing laminitis at the time of onset was history and
clinical signs.

knowledge of the healthy vascular pattern as well as
the large range of alterations that occur relative to
the severity of insult and response to treatment.
When it comes to laminitis, prognosis is relative to
damage at the time of insult, which sets the stage for
soft tissue damage followed by mechanical disruption of the equilibrium between the laminae and deep
digital flexor tendon. Time is of the essence, but ideal
results may be obtained by quickly re-establishing a
healthy vascular supply.

Dr. Raul Bras is a certified journeyman farrier and
veterinarian in the podiatry department at Rood and
Riddle Equine Hospital. A member of the International
Equine Veterinarian Hall of Fame, Bras graduated
from Ross University and completed the farrier program at Cornell University. He is a partner at Rood
and Riddle. PRS

Improve the life of your horse.

THIS IS A JOINT EFFORT.

Venograms may also clearly demonstrate extensive
vascular damage that can be present in acute cases
that exhibit subtle soreness, indicating pain level is
not an accurate prognostic or response indicator.
Comparative venograms are a more reliable means
of assessing damage or actual response to therapy.
Far too often, cases that are considered clinically
stable take a devastating turn for the worse four to six
weeks post-onset as the vascular supply continues on
a downhill spiral despite a seemingly favorable improvement. Vascular reperfusion is a more meaningful
representation of the term “clinically stable” than the
overall pain response.
Having this information earlier allows us to take advantage of the treatment window to achieve the best
response and provides a baseline for monitoring the
efficiency of our chosen treatment regimen. This can
offer a much more favorable prognosis than if we wait
until radiographic evidence confirms that significant
displacement has occurred.
Venograms require basic radiographic equipment and
are easily performed in the standing horse. They are
technique-sensitive and require careful attention to
timing, technique and positioning relative to load on
the digit. Interpretation requires an in-depth working

Cartilage & Joint Health
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“It wasn’t even a chip,” Paragallo told the Louisville CourierJournal. “It was a small, microscopic flake. It couldn’t have been
operated on. When you blister [the ankle], it just throws it out.
Everybody knew about it beforehand; this horse was vetted 31
times at the sale.”
Because the buyback was technically initiated by the seller and
not by a violation of the rules of sale, the record price stood,
even if Fujita’s complaints were viewed with a skeptical eye by
more than just Paragallo.
“At least one veterinarian still passed the horse as acceptable post-sale, but it was a case of a buyer who did not expect
to find any questions,” Jerry McMahon, then president and
general manager of Barretts, told Thoroughbred Times. “Mr.
Paragallo took the high road immediately and said he’d be
happy to race the horse. This is one of the things that plague
our industry. Hopefully he’ll show us the kind of horse he is on
the racetrack.”
Paragallo was confident he’d do just that.
“The day we took the horse back, [the media] asked us, ‘What
are you going to do with him now?’ I said, “Win the Breeders’
Cup and Triple Crown,” he told the Courier-Journal.
History would prove Fujita to be a repeat rejecter of top-priced
horses. A year after he sent Unbridled’s Song back to Paragallo, Fujita landed a $500,000 Storm Cat colt at the Barretts
sale who was returned to consignors Jerry Bailey and Kenneth
Ellenberg after a small shadow was discovered on a stifle during a post-sale radiograph.
The matter was put before an arbitration board of three Barretts-approved veterinarians, who ruled unanimously in Fujita’s
favor. The colt, later named Storm of Angels, never raced.
By then, Unbridled’s Song had already checked off the first
part of Paragallo’s premonition, winning the 1995 Breeders’
Cup Juvenile. He looked primed to fulfill the second part, after wins in the G1 Florida Derby and G2 Wood Memorial, but
his progress was hampered by a quarter crack that forced
him to run with a bar shoe in the 1996 Kentucky Derby. He

finished fifth and skipped the rest of the Triple Crown.
Had Unbridled’s Song remained with Fujita and raced on the
west coast, his on-track career could have varied wildly from
what actually unfolded, and his future at stud could have gone
in just as many directions, or potentially no direction at all.
Instead, Paragallo went back to the operation that consigned
the colt as a 2-year-old when it came time for Unbridled’s
Song to retire.
“I felt bad for Taylor Made because they didn’t make their
commission on the sale,” Paragallo told the Daily Racing
Form. “So when they asked about standing the horse at their
farm, I agreed.”
Unbridled’s Song became a titan of the racetrack and sale
ring at stud until his death in 2013, siring 1,700 foals, four
Eclipse Award winners, and six Breeders’ Cup winners. He
was posthumously North America’s leading sire by progeny
earnings in 2017, and has become a top broodmare sire.
Taylor Made Stallions, propelled by the success of its initial
offering at stud, has gone on to stand the likes of two-time
Horse of the Year California Chrome and Northern Afleet,
the sire of dual classic winner Afleet Alex, at its Nicholasville, Ky., farm. PRS
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Ten to Watch:

Fasig-Tipton Santa Anita 2YO Sale
By Joe Nevills

Hip 3, Bay colt by Mr Speaker x America’s Friend, by
Unusual Heat, consigned by Kings Equine, agent. G2
winner America’s Tale is a half-sister to this colt.
Hip 23, Bay colt by Candy Ride x Cabo de Noche, by
Cape Town, consigned by Stephens Thoroughbreds,
agent. A half-brother to G2 winner Pants on Fire and
stakes-placed Raising Dakota.
Hip 41, Dark bay or brown colt by Curlin x Drift to the
Lead, by Yonaguska, consigned by Kings Equine, agent.
Catch My Drift, a G1-placed stakes winner, is a half-sibling
to this colt.

defeating GUN RUNNER,
ACCELERATE, RUNHAPPY, etc.

Hip 59, Bay filly by Uncle Mo x Garnet, by Smart Strike,
consigned by Kings Equine, agent for Malibu Farm. Her
third and fourth dams are G1 winners, and her second
dam is a stakes-winning stakes producer.
Hip 67, Chestnut filly by City Zip x Giulio’s Jewel, by Speightstown, consigned by Q Bar J Thoroughbreds, agent.
The second foal out of a mare whose first three dams are
all graded stakes producers.
Hip 76, Gray or roan colt by Liam’s Map x Indian Snow,
by A.P. Indy, consigned by Q Bar J Thoroughbreds, agent
for Blue Chip Thoroughbreds. G1 winner and sire Morning Line is a half-brother to this colt, as is stakes-placed
Brady Baby.
Hip 88, Chestnut colt by American Pharoah x Loudly, by
War Front, consigned by Checkmate Thoroughbreds,
agent for Blue Chip Thoroughbreds. From the first crop
of Triple Crown winner American Pharoah, this colt’s dam
is a half-sister to a pair of multiple-stakes producers.
Hip 120, Chestnut colt by Malibu Moon x Retroesque,
by Red Ransom, consigned by Kings Equine, agent. A
half-brother to G3 winner Full Ransom.
Hip 121, Bay filly by Into Mischief x Rhineshark, by
Fusaichi Pegasus, consigned by Kings Equine, agent.
Stakes-placed Blue Wings is a sibling to this filly, from the
family of G1 winner Behrens.

Speightstown – Without You Babe, by Lemon Dop Kid $10,000 LF

2018 Weanlings up to $140,000

Hip 138, Bay filly by Tiznow x Stomping, by Dixieland
Band, consigned by Excel Bloodstock, agent. Stomping is
also the dam of G2 winner Cyber Secret and stakes-placed
Dontbetwithbruno.
Hip 142, Bay filly by English Channel x Sweet Dreamer,
by Tiznow, consigned by Checkmate Thoroughbreds,
agent. Her second dam is the G1 winner Dream of Summer, putting her in the family of G1 winner Creative Cause,
G2 winner Destin, and G3 winner Vexatious. PRS
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